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1.0 Introduction

In FY2013, the PIE International Safeguards team demonstrated our development progress to U.S. Department of Energy (DOE) staff from the Office of Nonproliferation and International Security (NA-24, our client) and the Office of Defense Nuclear Nonproliferation Research and Development (NA-22). Following the demonstration, the team was asked by our client to complete additional development prior to a planned demonstration at the International Atomic Energy Agency (IAEA), scheduled tentatively for January or spring of 2014. The team discussed four potential areas for development (in priority order), and will develop them as time and funding permit prior to an IAEA demonstration. The five capability areas are:

1. Addition of equipment manuals to PIE-accessible files
2. Optical character recognition (OCR) of photographed text
3. Barcode reader with information look-up from a database
4. Add Facilities to Data Model
5. Geospatial capabilities with information integration

Each area will be described below in a use case.

The purpose of this document is to describe the capabilities that will be developed for PIE International Safeguards in FY2014. The document is intended for use by project management to track and test project status, and for developers as initial technical requirements.


2.0 Equipment Manuals

A set of documents will be compiled on the PIE-IAEA share drive labeled “Equipment Manuals.” The documents should be associated with an activity, and viewable in the tasks. The documents should in a separate tab from other files, labeled “Manuals.”

Upon opening an existing activity, selecting a task, and selecting the Manuals tab, the user will be able to scroll through, open, and close the manuals in the same manner as they would files associated with each task. Equipment manual files may be in the form of .doc or .pdf. All equipment manuals should be attached to the activity/task, no matter which task(s) is selected.

Note for Future Work: While we do not need to have equipment manuals auto-select based on assigned tasks this FY, we should leave this open as an option for future development.
3.0 Photograph and OCR Text Document

Using the camera on the tablet, accessed via PIE-Safeguards, the user will take a photograph of a document with typed text. The text may be prose or interspersed with photographs. Upon saving the photo, PIE will run optical character recognition (OCR) software over the text of the document, at which point PIE will give the user two options: save the photo, or save the OCR file (with previews of each). All OCR processing will be done on the tablet. Depending on which is selected, that file will be saved with other files associated with the task.

The PIE team will also conduct preliminary explorations for eliminating noise (formatting/images) within the text, and the performance of the system will be characterized.
4.0 Barcode Reader

A database will be developed with several example barcodes representing radiation detection equipment, and associated technical specification data. The information for the database will be collected and stored on the PIE-Safeguards share drive in a folder named “Barcode Data.”

Using a barcode reader accessible from within a PIE task (there should be a button for barcode scanning), the user will scan a barcode (either on a piece of equipment, or on apper). All barcode processing will be done on the tablet. PIE-Safeguards will look the barcode up from the specified database, and will return the database’s information regarding the scanned barcode in an easy-to-read format. The information returned from the database may include photographs, technical specifications, and other information specified in the database regarding that piece of equipment. The data in PIE should be read-only.

Upon scanning the barcode, PIE will also direct the user to the user manual for that piece of equipment stored in the “Equipment Manuals” folder on the server which we are using for the Equipment Manuals use case in Section 2.0.
5.0 Add Facilities to Data Model

In order to support the Geo View (See Section 6.0), modifications to the data model are necessary. An Activity remains at the top of the data hierarchy. Each Activity will contain one or more Tasks, identical to how things were done in FY13 (user selectable on create), and exactly one Country. Within the data model, Countries will contain one or more Facilities. No two facilities should have the same name either within a Country or elsewhere. A Facility will contain one or more Files. Files, in this sense, are the same as the Files associated with a task. Files will continue to be associated with DIV, PIV, and IIV the same as in FY13. Files may also be associated with Geo (not mutually exclusive). Files associated with Geo will be shown in the Geo View as described in Section 6.0.

Facilities will be present through the UI within two components: Creating a new Activity, and the Geo View.

Creating A New Activity

While creating a new Activity, users will be prompted to select a Country, same as what was done in FY13. A new view will be created that will prompt the user to select one or more facilities from a list, filtered based on the previously selected Country. Tasks will be selected the same as before. Each Facility within the Country has a unique set of files associated with it. All Files are associated with a Task (ie. no Files are just associated with the Geo View).

Files are implicitly tagged (or otherwise associated) with one or more of the following:

1. DIV
2. PIV
3. IIV
4. Geo (NEW)

The PIE-IAEA will download from the server all the Files associated with the Tasks they selected (same as before) as well as any Files associated with Geo. As an example, if the user picks PIV as the only Task, but none of the Files associated with PIV are also associated with Geo (as an example). The Files associated with Geo will always be downloaded to the PIE-Safeguards client with the creation of a new Activity, even if they are also associated with a Task that was not selected. The Geo Files will not be accessible through the Tasks View unless they are also associated with a selected Task; in that case they’ll only be viewable through the Geo View.

Geo View

While in the Tasks view (Open Existing -> Select An Activity -> Select A Task) a link to the Geo View will be available. This will open a new Android Activity with the Geo View, as described in Section 6.0
6.0 Geospatial Information Integration

Upon opening an existing Activity and Task, the user will have the option to view and access related information via a “Geo” view. The user should be able to navigate within the map using standard finger gestures for left/right/up/down scrolling, as well as zoom in/zoom out. When the user selects the “geo” view, he/she will see the location of the selected facility on a map. If the user selects the facility by tapping it, a box with additional information will pop up including the facility name, and a list of available “geo” documents (Microsoft office documents, PDF, images, or video files). Image files should be thumbnails, video files should be thumbnails with a glyph indicating that it’s a video, and other documents should be an icon that indicates which type of file it is.

Other facilities in the region should be visible on the map, but in a less-prominent manner than the facility for the selected activity (i.e. greyed out). Those facility names should be available if the facility is selected, but associated files will not be provided.

The development of this capability is dependent on funding and direction from the client. It will include the following:

1. Hook in with Google Maps Android API
2. Add the concept of a “Facility” to the PIE-Safeguards server and data model. See Section 5.0.
3. Add information overlays to the map. When the user selects a facility on the map, PIE-Safeguards will open an information overlap onto the map. The information will include any files/documents that are tagged as “geo” and may include:
   a. Satellite imagery reports, from the server
   b. Other images associated with the facility
   c. Reports related to facility

Based on client funding and direction, full functionality might be reduced. The team will have to be agile and adjust based on possible changes in scope mid-year. For example, #3 above may be replaced by a display of Facilities on the map without associated information. (A spreadsheet will be provided with a list of nuclear fuel cycle facilities and their latitude and longitude coordinates.)
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